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Ali multi-tasking at Balmedie in May
– first event for many after
the snow
Photo: Wendy Carlyle
Bum: Rachel Scott
– last chance to use Trumpland?
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Celebrating being Club of the Year 2010
at the Balmedie Summer Series BBQ

More photos will appear on our
Flickr site soon
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CHAIRMAN’S CHAT – JULY 2010
The spring championships season is over again and the Gramp Summer Series is in
full swing – hope all those who turned up at Balmedie had a good time at the Club of
the Year celebration BBQ.
As a member of the committee, I’m beginning to think about next year’s fixtures now
in preparation for the national and regional negotiation that occurs each autumn. I’d
really appreciate some feedback from club members, both experienced and more
recent converts to the sport. The summer series seems to continue to be popular
and the format seems to meet needs – what do you think?
What I’m not sure we’ve got sorted yet are the ‘local’ weekend events between
September and April; partly because of the weather and partly through competing
scheduling from other regional clubs, we had a bit of a dearth of competition over
last winter. Would a regular (e.g. first Sunday of the month) event with 3-5 courses
to help keep continuity during the winter be a good idea? Should we try to include a
bit of a coaching theme to these events? Or maybe we should use our urban areas
more through the winter when getting about in the country might be tricky? Perhaps
a sprint series?
If I’ve got ideas, maybe even some of them worthwhile following up, then I’m sure
you have too – please, give us some feedback!
The other major club challenge next year is running the second day of the Scottish
Six Days event. This is a really important event for Scottish Orienteering – it
provides valuable funding for clubs and for junior coaching as well as being a great
advert for both our orienteering areas and the ability of Scottish orienteers to put on
world class events. We have what is becoming a pressing need for a lead organiser
or two to set up the assembly area, run the starts, manage the car parking and herd
the various traders. It’s no doubt a challenging role but, having done it myself,
immensely rewarding when everything goes well and up to 4,000 orienteers go
home happy. Have a word with me or Anne Hickling if you want to know more.
Happy holidays if you’re going away; if you are going orienteering somewhere
exotic, please tell Rachel about it and give her something to fill the next copy of
Telegramp!
Pete

Deadline for articles, photos and news for next TG is 31st August please.
Emails to newsletter @grampoc.com or post to 40 Ann St, Stonehaven, AB39 2DB
If you’d prefer to receive Telegramp in .pdf format rather than by post tell me (same contacts
as above) and I’ll add you to the list.
The advantages of .pdf are full colour version, you get it a few days earlier and you’ll be
helping the planet and club funds by saving on paper and postage.
The disadvantages? You can’t read it in the bath while having a long hot post-O soak!
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A warm welcome to new members:
Kasper Knudsen, Morten Olsen, Lionel Evans
John, Fran, Rob and Kate Wilkinson
John, Marianne, Naomi, Alex and Patrick Lang
And farewell, temporarily, to Foss and Erik who are flitting off again to Australia for a
few months. No mega jaunt this time, “just” the Barrier Reef Islands, but the link to
their website is still there on our frontpage if you haven’t yet had a chance to drool
over the photos from their previous trip.
TICKLISH BUSINESS
Just a reminder to keep checking for ticks if you’ve been out and about in undergrowth at this
time of year. Apart from the fact that it’s not a good look at work if you still have ticks
attached the following morning, they can carry Lyme Disease so should be tracked down and
removed asap.
Check the SOA website www.scottish-orienteering.org/soa/page/with-a-twist-of-lyme/
for info on what to look for, how to remove them and better still how to
avoid picking them up in the first place by wearing long socks and
using repellants (grotty old nylon orienteering tops?)
www.lymediseaseaction.org.uk/ also has good info.
It may be comforting to know that the risk of contracting something
nasty is very, very low and that NASA are currently working with the University of Alabama
on a way of identifying potentially tick-infested areas from satellite data by analyzing data for
soil moisture and vegetation (that’s the whole of Scotland then pretty much?!)
http://science.nasa.gov/science-news/science-at-nasa/2010/04may_ticksat/
CLUB CONTACTS
* = committee member
Chairman
Pete Lawrence*
chairman @grampoc.com
Secretary
Ian Hamilton *
secretary @grampoc.com
Treasurer
Kevin Reynard*
treasurer @grampoc.com
Mapping
Tim Griffin
mapping @grampoc.com
Emit kit & club archive
Rob Hickling
historian @grampoc.com
Fixtures
fixtures @grampoc.com
Anne Hickling* (Fixtures Coordinator and Officials)
Allan Rae (Fixtures Permissions)
Adrian Will (Fixtures Registration BOF)
Membership
Jayne McGregor* membership @grampoc.com
Newsletter
Rachel Scott
newsletter @grampoc.com
Website
Rachel Scott
webmaster @grampoc.com
Coaching
Ali Robertson*
Child Protection
Sean O’Sullivan*
Publicity
Gary Morrison*
Social
Vacant
And don’t forget the members @grampoc.com email address if you want to share something
with the rest of us but try to restrict it to event/club related stuff from now on please. Any
other oddballs, like the Streetview O, just email a link to me and I’ll add it to the QI bit bottom
right of the frontpage of the GRAMP website.
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SOL 4 SCOLTY
Thanks to Jayne for masterminding the Scolty SOL organisation and Tim Nash and David
Kirk for planning. Entries seemed to dribble in at first but there was a sudden surge in the last
weekend and we attracted over 350 folk in the end.
Another vote of thanks from Jayne:
To all the helpers who turned up and did their jobs efficiently and with good cheer, especially
those who helped but didn’t run and to some of our newer members who were helping for the
first time – I hope you enjoyed the experience.
Parking – Allan R, Carolyn, Iain & Angus (and Calum & Sasha who managed the Junior
teams’ mini-buses)
Registration – Rachel, Pete & Seonag
Brikke Issue – the Gomersall family
IT - Rob, Ian S, Rod & Marnoch (who also helped Denise calculate the JIA scores)
First Aid (easy job, think they only had 2 minor casualties) – Gary, Victoria, Anne & Kate
Near Start – George, Helen R, Keith, Audrey, Genevieve, Dave A, Andy & Penny S
Far Start – Ewen, Evgueni, Doug, Adrian, Ian H & Ken
Junior crossing point marshal - Lindsey
String Course – Laura, Barraclough & Wilkinson families
Finish – Helen Greenwood
Control Collecting – Neil, Bob, Dennis, Steven C, Ian S
If you have any comments, about equipment or the planning, that would improve the
organisation of the next event just let me know.
Apologies if I’ve left anyone out.
Jayne

FA’S FA AND FA DIS FIT IN GRAMP
Ever wondered about what goes on behind the scenes in the club? Here are the answers.
Rather than a dry list of roles and names, I’ve invited our key players to summarise their
responsibilities and tell us a bit about themselves.
Maybe you’re a whizz on computers, happen to know a landowner for a forest you think
would be good to map, would be interested in getting involved in coaching….
Don’t be shy! If you read about something here and think “I could help do that!” then feel free
to get in touch with the relevant folk and offer.
Ed.
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Anne Hickling
Fixtures and Volunteer Co-ordinator
Why do people run away when they see me coming?
Who would you like to thank (or blame) for getting you hooked on
orienteering?
My room mate in my first term at Durham University (who hasn't
orienteered since then!)
Best result? Or the one you're most proud of?
Oh dear, tricky this one, don't often have good results! Maybe getting a
gold badge at 6 Days 2005.
Weirdest/most embarrassing O experience?
Encountering a herd of cows at a night event - very alarming.
Which bits of O do you enjoy - Classic O / Score / Night / Sprint / MTBO / Urban / Relays /
maps / running / Catching Features / Nopesport / CompassSport / anything else O related
you can lay your hands on?
Classic events, preferably plenty of controls & not too much climb. Also getting involved in
running the sport!
If you were marooned on a desert island, what song/piece of music would you take?
The Lark Ascending (Vaughan Williams) - so evocative of open spaces in Britain, and I can
listen to it over and over again, which might be necessary on the desert island. Alternatively
the complete works of J S Bach!

Kate Robertson
Club Coach and Junior Co-ordinator
Basically organise coaching sessions to help folk improve.
Co-ordinate Junior coaching, trips to Junior events, the Jon
Duncan Junior Deeside League plus lots of things I'd like to
do but don't have the time (so if anyone would like to help
please feel free!!)
Who would you like to thank (or blame) for getting you hooked
on orienteering?
My dad - he took me and my twin brother, Alex, to the
permanent course at Wendover Woods when we were 13. I
loved it, Alex hated it.
Best result? Or the one you're most proud of?
2nd on W21S at the JK in 2003 (having just run the London Marathon 5 days before.)
Closely followed by my silver medal at the World Schools Coaches Race alongside an Israeli
bodyguard and a Latvian lady.
(And Scottish W21S Champ 2010 after this was written. Ed.)
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Weirdest/most embarrassing O experience?
Probably going into the loo tent at my first ever O-Ringen in 2001 to discover a communal
circle of buckets with lids. Then whilst on the loo the lady next to me (also on the loo) asked
me how my run was!
Which bits of O do you enjoy - Classic O/Score/Night/Sprint/MTBO/Urban/ Relays/
maps/running/Catching Features/Nopesport/CompassSport/anything else O related you can
lay your hands on?
I love relays and urban races and running in 'sexy forests' like Glen Dye or Lossie.
I absolutely hate score events.
What word or expression do you overuse?
At the moment I think it is 'window of opportunity'. Random!

CONGRATULATIONS!!
Several GRAMPs did very well at the Scottish Orienteering Champs at Rannoch:
M45S 1st Sam Gomersall
M65L 1st Neil McLean

M50S 2nd Iain McLeod
M55L 2nd Rob Hickling

W21S 1st Kate Robertson
W45L 1st Carolyn McLeod
W55S 1st Jayne MacGregor

W40S 3rd Laura Frisch

M14A 3rd Sasha Chepelin
M55L 3rd Paul Duley

White 2nd Sam Griffin

We also fielded 4 relay teams and the “GRAMP Scowpers” Carolyn/Leslie/Rob won the
Relay 15+ Class.
And congratulations also to:
Kevin Reynard - a Scottish Champion in his age group in swimming
Carolyn McLeod (again) - has been posting good times in various races, not least 1 st Lady
over-40 at the Balmoral and 2nd Lady in this year’s Scolty Hill Race, 17th overall against the
likes of Robbie Simpson and Dan Whitehead
Tim Griffin - 9th in this year’s Highland Cross (20 miles running, 30 miles by bike)
Jon Duncan (Honorary GRAMP) - inducted into Edinburgh Uni’s Sport Hall of Fame so now
keeps company with Olympic Champions like Chris Hoy
There must be more of you who have also won/done well in other sports? Come on – don’t
be shy – tell us about it and we’ll celebrate your achievements in future editions of TG.
(Friends and family feel free to blow the whistle on any self-effacing GRAMPs you know.)
And for those of us who can’t run fast, how about things like finishing your final Munro or
taking part in the World Conker Championships (Pete got to the semi-finals in 1990something but the French contingent nobbled him with free wine before the match.)
Ed
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Taken from the BOF fixtures calendar and local clubs’ websites as of 30th June.
Bear in mind that things may change by the time the events happen so don’t take
this list as gospel truth and check on the relevant club’s website (or ask a fellow
Gramp to do so if you don’t have access.)
JULY
3rd Sat MOR Cluny Hill Short O & Junior Event GR NJ044591
Long course of 3.8 Km at TD 4 with yellow standard course of 2.0 Km for juniors.
Organiser: Anne Smith 01309 673291
www.moravianorienteering.org

GRAMP SUMMER SERIES Every Wednesday 6:30pm. See page 10.
17th Sat GRAMP/FCS Kirkhill NJ 853117
Short Easy, Long Easy and Hard Long.
Start times are 11am to 1pm. No electronic timing being used, just pin punches.
AUGUST
GRAMP SUMMER SERIES Every Wednesday 6:30pm. See page 10.
14th Sat GRAMP/FCS Bennachie NJ 698216
Short Easy, Long Easy and Hard Long.
Start times are 11am to 1pm. No electronic timing being used, just pin punches.
14th and 15th Purple Thistle Long O Balmacara GR NG803282
www.purple-thistle.co.uk Ask Pete/Rachel if you want to know what it’s like
22nd Sun MAROC Creag Choinnich GR NO152918
Organiser: Sue Walker Guessing it it’ll be the usual 10:30 reg and 7 courses.
29nd Sun GRAMP Glen Dye GR NO645907
Organiser: Evgueni 01224 868304 10:30 registration and 7 courses (JD) 2C event
SEPTEMBER
1st Wed GRAMP Templars Park GR NO849998
Last of the Summer Series plus BBQ bring your own food and drink.
4th Sat GRAMP 11/8-Person Relay
Crathes GR NO735698
Teams of 11 or 8 people. Mass start shortly after midday usually – first person runs
a Greenish standard leg, then hands over to 2 or 3 team mates who go out
simultaneously to run Orange, Light Green and Green standard legs, handovers for
different courses carry on until you have one runner left who runs a Greenish
standard leg to finish for the whole team. Mayhem? Yes but good fun and plenty of
opportunity for runners of all standards and plenty of chatting and cheering as the
afternoon develops.
We will need helpers for this as well as relay teams:
Contact Richard Oxlade 01224 640729 to offer to help and bag your preferred job!
Contact Evgueni 01224 868304 chepelin @talk21.com for a place in one of our
teams.
5th Sun MAROC SOL 5

Birsemore near Aboyne
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GARY MORRISON WOULD WALK 500 MILES (GIVEN HALF THE CHANCE)
But for now he’s contenting himself with a mere 104 miles for Macmillan Cancer on 23rd July:
“The event I am taking part in is the 'Lakeland 100' Ultra. It is a 104 mile continual Ultra race
on foot starting in Coniston and circumnavigating the whole of the Lakeland Fells, involving
7,500 metres of ascent & descent, 14 checkpoints, night time navigation, a 40 hour time limit
and a 75% drop out rate.
This will be my longest Ultra trail race so far, 55 miles being the longest to date, so I am
running this event to raise money for Macmillan Cancer. I have a 'just giving' page if anyone
would like to make a donation: www.justgiving.com/Gary-MorrisonUltra
Cheers,
Gary”
PLEAS FOR HELPERS
Sunday 29th August Glen Dye L3 Colour coded
This is the rescheduled event that fell victim to the last dump of snow. As it’s summer
holidays, Evgueni would like to make sure he has firm offers of help in place in advance so
please email or ring him asap if you can assist. chepelin21 @talk.com or 01224 868304.
Saturday 4th September 11/8 Person Relay at Crathes
Richard Oxlade needs helpers for this event. Give him a call on 01224 640729 or email
richard.oxlade @btinternet.com. Plenty of time to compete as well as have a run – see the
description of how an 11 person relay works on the Future Fixtures page. Evgueni will be
collecting names for team members in August.
November 13th/14th Grampian Mountain Challenge
Sean O’Sullivan needs bodies, and lots of them, to help run this exciting new event:
Putting controls out / collecting controls
Driving gear / equipment
Putting up tents / equipment
Registration / downloads / results
Start line / finish line
Safety cover on the hill / first aid
Catch him at a summer series event or email him on sean.sosullivan @gmail.com. If you talk
to him early you can negotiate a job that allows you to compete as well if you want – more
details about the event are up on the website now. www.gmc.grampoc.com
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SUMMER SERIES
Our Summer Series is in full swing and looking
to be just as popular as ever. The variety of
areas and planning styles means you’re never
quite sure what you’re going to get next with
this series.
David “Quirky O Events R Us” Kirk gave us
the Oliminator at Balmedie where you could
opt to miss out one control. Not such a gift
horse as the planning was sneaky enough to
ensure there was no obvious contender in
advance, so it became more of a sort of Get
Out Of Jail Free card for any particularly
difficult control you couldn’t find.
But my favorite evening so far has to be this
gem of concentrated control picking from Ali at
Glen Dye, inspired by the Middle Distance
Championships at Touch earlier this year he
tells me.
Never was thumbing the map to keep track of where you are so important, as I learnt when I
dropped my map half way round - PANIC! Where had I got to?!
7th July
14th July
21st July
28th July
4th Aug
11th Aug
18th Aug
25th Aug
1st Sep

Aberdeen University
Tollo Hill
Hazlehead
Tyrebagger
Crathes
Dunnottar Woods
Scolty
Seaton Park
Templars Park

Sprint O and Biathlon
BRAND NEW AREA!

Midnight swimming at Stoney Pool this year?
Sprint O
Usually a novelty format and BBQ to follow, bring
your own food and drink

Anne Hickling is keeping attendance records for the incentive scheme - gold, silver, bronze
awards - at the end of the season. By Balmedie, 224 people had taken part or that’s 389 runs
(pairs/groups are counted as separate people/runs - makes the figures look bigger!)
Good to see some of Summer Series regulars back again, who we don't see the rest of the
year, plus some newcomers like Annabel Drysdale, the Ranger at Forvie. Small world!
Also 46 people not in any club - not all of these are new this year so we should be
encouraging them to join up! (Maybe we could try some subliminal messaging embedded in
the splits printouts, Rob?)
Points leaders after Balmedie were:
LONG
Rob Hickling 157, Tim Gomersall 119, Pete Lawrence 108
SHORT LONG
David Kirk 117, Anne Hickling 95, Helen Rowlands 81
MEDIUM
Sheena Farquhar 111, Angus Aitken 101, Chloe Reynard 85
SHORT
Keith Yardley 145, Lachlan Kirk 126, Struan Kirk 121
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HOW TO SUCCEED
I recall some time ago writing in Telegramp that I ‘do so love Highland Perthshire’ – the
reason – I had won 3 Scottish Championships in my age group in woods in the area around
Kinloch Rannoch and Tummel Bridge; M50 at Dunalistair in 1995, M60 at Errochty in 2004
and M65 at Tullochroisk in 2008.
Rannoch geographically was good for me, but I didn’t travel down with much confidence as I
had a ‘mare’ at SOL3 2 weeks earlier and I was stiff after a couple of hard days in the hills
that week. I hoped for a good tricky course in intricate parts of the wood and that is what we
got. My main rival, Dave Coustick formerly of Grampian now with FVO, runs a lot faster than I
do and has won some big events including JK. For me to beat him he has to make mistakes
and I have to have a clean run. That’s exactly what happened. Dave made a big mistake at
the first control, was then faster than me at every other control until he made a small mistake
late in the course. So the ‘magic’ of the area still works for me. Perhaps someone will find
another good area down there for M70?
Once or twice in recent years I’ve heard members say “As usual, Neil has won _______.“
A word for new members - although in recent years I’ve had a fair degree of success, that
has not always been so. I had been active in M21 and M35 for 8 years before my first win. In
these 8 years my ‘holy grail’ i.e. my target at events was the magical 10 minutes/km. It took
me a few years to achieve that target. Like many orienteers I had my local rivals with whom I
competed and compared myself. When I was able to beat 10 m/k regularly it ceased to be
my target.
A lot of my success in recent years can be put down to me surviving to M60 and M65 without
serious injury or ill health. Some of my rivals have not been so fortunate. Up here at local
events I can compare myself with M14s and W16s and others who tend to run the same
courses as I do – You know who you are! However, recently I’ve begun again to have that
old target - the 10 m/k.
My message to all newer orienteers is:
 stick at it
 avoid big mistakes by being deliberate
 practise running on a bearing
 learn to understand contours by walking around a complex area like Cambus O’ May and
Tyrebagger
 keep your thumb on the map where you are
 anticipate what you should see next.
Another target !….. beat me regularly before I hit M70!
Neil McLean
M65L Scottish Champion 2010
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Jukola viesti 2010
For the second year running I ran the world’s biggest orienteering relay – the Jukola in
Finland. This is definitely an event which has to be tried once in an orienteer’s lifetime. With
well over 1500 teams with 7 runners the event brings together world champions and once a
year local Finnish orienteers who form teams within their workplace and walk the courses.
The amazing thing is that all teams visit exactly the same controls gaffled over 7 legs.
There are many other remarkable things about this event. This event has been run since
1948 so is one of the world’s oldest and is linked to the famous Finnish novel “Seitsemän
veljestä”. Lena can tell you more about this but the story is based on seven brothers who
come of age through lving in the wilderness for 10 years. Luckily most teams are finished
within 12 hours although the area used this year was about 16 km 2 had about 4
tracks/paths/rides none of which I used at any point during my run! There is also a woman’s
race called Venla run during the day and women are also able to run competitively in the
men’s event.
First legs go out at 10.55pm as the sun sets. If Jukola is an event which has to be tried at
least once, running first leg is definitely THE leg to try! Over 1500 people arranged in rows
grab their maps, turn on their headtorches and march out into the forest while helicopters
shine searchlights and the big speaker system blasts out apocalyptic classical music.

Copyright: Kytäjä-Jukola 2010
(For more photos visit http://jukola2010.kuvat.fi/kuvat/2010-06-19/klo_19-24/ or try “Jukola
2009” on YouTube for a flavour of the start stampede.)
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The rush to the first few controls is unbelievable, more like a flow of ants as people scramble
to the wrong control, double back and try to re-find their bearings. Only for the last few
controls as the skies darken and the head torch is really needed does the flow slow to a
trickle and runners lose their bearings. 1-2 hours and 10km later, the adrenalin is still
pumping as the first leg runners hand over to the second leg. Meanwhile the 3rd and
subsequent legs are either sleeping in their tents or following it all on the massive screen
showing the map and GPS tracked teams.
Due to the short nightime at midsummer usually 1st leg runs in semi dusk, 2nd and 3rd legs
run in darkness, 4th running in dawn light and 5,6,7 running in daylight. Handovers go on
through the night, the winning teams usually have their last legs finishing about 8am with
most team trailing in sometime between then and mid morning. What makes it a great event
is the fact it caters to all tastes- there are sauna tents for those who like to relax with a beer,
big screens for spectating, clothes shops, food shops, banks and at any point if it gets too
much there are massive army tents to have a nap in (but always remember to wake up your
leg 4-7 runners if you have a better than expected run otherwise there will be noone there at
the changeover!). Needless to say there are plenty of training and national events in the
previous days to turn the weekend into a ’multi-day’ experience as we did with a race on
Thursday and training on Saturday prior to the event.

A small sample of my map
The publicity behind the event is spectacular in Finland. This year the prime minister of
Finland was a patron of the event and sports programmes covered the set up of the event
during half time of the England-Algeria football match. I spoke to about 15 Finnish nonorienteers over the long weekend I was in Finland and all of them were familiar with the
format and knew where and when it was all happening.
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My team this year was a celtic affair composed of 25-30 year old Scottish/ Welsh/ Northern
Irish orienteers running for a Nopesport team. From first to last leg we were: Alastair Brunton
(1), Me on second leg, Andrew Brown, Steven Clelland (also of Gramp), Stewart Caithness,
Jonny Gallier and Ed Nicholas anchoring us on the 7 th leg. From my point of view I had an
unusual race on 2nd. Earlier in the day I had ‘popped’ my hamstring running in the training
area adjacent to the event. Being lucky with avoiding injuries in the past I was a bit reticent
about all the Ibuprofen and heat stuff I was taking prior to the race but having heard and
seen how technical the area was even by Finnish standards I knew that anything to slow me
down might be useful!
I was in the waiting pen as the leading teams came in. You can check where your previous
leg runner is by putting your EMIT brikke into a check station and Ally on 1 st leg had a good
run up to the 2nd radio control. It seemed like an age for him to reach the 3 rd radio control 1km
from the finish and this was probably the story for each changeover we had. Finally he
emerged from the darkness wearing his regulation orange Team Nopesport top purchased
for €100 for 7 tops 3 hours earlier, handed me my map and off I ran into the forest.
The run out to the start kite was 500m and was filled with the ‘debris’ of the first leg stampede
2 hours earlier. My leg hurt for all of 3 minutes when I climbed the first hill – from then on I
couldn’t even remember which leg was hurting! The sky was dark but overcast, but in the
thick vegetation it was still hard to see controls until you were right on top of them. After a
couple of ‘safe’ controls, I ran without a plan into number 3 and was punished for 3-4
minutes. The map was brilliant so that when I found a boulder close to an open marsh I was
able to relocate back into the control. I managed the next 10 or so controls comfortably,
battling with Jon Cross of the FVO team and nailing a long leg in 25 minutes. The long leg
however took a lot out of me physically and I was flagging when I went too low on a ridge
four controls from the end and had to double back on myself wasting about 5 minutes (it
seemed an age at the time!). The organisers had created 3 controls carved out of wood on
the run in so I was sure to punch the correct one as I ran past- I think it was a rabbit,
although with 2 hours running behind me it was just a cross on the map. I was pleased just to
finish without any major disasters.
We continued gaining places throughout the morning with stand out performances in the
daytime on legs 4-6. Our leg 7 went straight out into the forest and made a 45 minute error
which dropped us 50 or so teams but then pulled them all back in around the course to finish
in 498th place in a time of 14 hours 17 minutes. My own leg 2 run was 2 hours 13 minutes for
10 km but I brought up the team from 957th to 778th place. There’s not many relays where you
can bring your team up 200 places but still not be entirely happy with the run!
Although we were just on the heels of FVO and Skotlandi 50 (an intrepid squad of canny
Scottish veterans), we were happy to not have the disasters that many of the other visiting
British teams had. At the top SYO and Scotland battled out for the best non Scandinavian
team – in the end former Gramp Oleg Chepelin bringing home the glory on the 7 th leg and
finishing in 44th place in a time just under 10 hours.
All in all it was a great second year in a row running the greatest relay in the world. Hopefully
we can get some Gramps across next year and who knows one day even a Gramp team
proper!
Duncan Grassie
14
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GRAMP JUNIOR NEWS issue 9
In this issue … Recent Results, Competition Time, SOA awards
and badges, Gramp Juniors Need You!
RECENT RESULTS:
JON DUNCAN JUNIOR DEESIDE CUP
All that snow at the start of the year means that we’ve had to do some rapid
rearranging to squeeze 10 events in this year. We have managed 5 so far and the
latest rankings are on the website following the Bogendreip event.
(JD)2C special mention to ... Keith Yardley on M10, Maya Reynard on W8, Laura
Barraclough and Josie Gomersall on W10.
Events still to come are Aug 22nd Creag Choinnich, Aug 29th Glen Dye, Oct 3rd Forvie,
Oct 24th Cambus O’May and Nov 7th Coull so make sure you get to as many of these
as you can.
JUNIOR INTER-AREA COMPETITION 5th/6th JUNE
This was a competition of two halves (sorry – had to get a football reference in here
somewhere!) with a relay event at Dess on Saturday and then Individual races on
Sunday as part of SOL 4 at Scolty. GRAMP teamed up with Juniors from Maroc,
Invoc, Moray and Basoc to form the North Area Team and between us we won with
166 points, East got 94, West 73. HUGE CONGRATULATIONS 
Well done and thanks to all GJOs who ran, especially the relay teams!
Some of them stayed overnight in Aberdeen with the rest of the North Area and had
great fun staying up all night eating marshmallows out of an old orienteering shoe.
OK. I just made that bit up because I haven’t been able to find anyone willing to tell
me what really happened but whatever it was I’m sure it was fun!
JAMIE STEVENSON TROPHY
A small but select band of GRAMP
Juniors went down to Deuchney Woods
near Perth to represent the club in the
Jamie Stevenson Trophy. Well done
guys for flying the flag (literally in
some cases!) and thanks to the
McLeods for organising the event.
Sam Gomersall was on hand with a
camera and there are more photos on
the GJO website.
Green Boys
Green Girls
Yellow Girls
Tim Gomersall 2nd
Katrina McLeod 2nd
Marnoch H-J 6th
Calum McLeod 9th
Light Green Boys
Jack Gomersall 10th
Sasha Chepelin 3rd
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MAROC walked off with the trophy after scoring maximum points, which just shows
how strong the competition is in the (JD)2C!
JUNIOR INTER-REGIONAL COMPETITION
Sasha, Calum, Katrina and Marnoch pulled on their ScotJos O tops and painted their
faces blue and white to run for SOA in the Junior Inter-Regionals at Sennybride
Training Area in Wales. Nopesport says “The weather all weekend was very hot and
the orienteering even hotter” and talks about the relay going through an assault
course and a river. Sounds great!
SOA came second so WELL DONE GUYS! 

COMPETITION TIME
This was the first ever GRAMP JS Team – rather than ask you to name names (not fair on
newcomers or those whose Mum and Dad have a bad memory for names) can you tell us the
year? To help you guess, here’s a clue: all of them are old enough to drive now but only one
of them has graduated yet.
(Apologies to the team if you’re embarrassed by this photo. No offence intended and you can
blame Neil McLean for hanging on to this and lending it to us!)
SOA PARTICIPATION AWARDS AND BADGES
Ave you looked at the lists on the GJO website recently to see if you’ve won (any more)
badges or participation awards? Claim your badges from Oonagh.
GRAMP JUNIORS NEED YOU!
Any budding journalists/writers out there? I think this newsletter would be more interesting if
it came from you so I am looking for one of our Juniors to take on this job – it doesn’t
take long, just an hour or two once every two months. Please volunteer so I don’t have to do
any arm twisting!

QUESTIONS? COMMENTS? ARTICLES? JOKES? KIT ORDERS?
ANYTHING ELSE?
Me - Kate Robertson
Email me - kepenny @googlemail.com
Call me - 01569 760469
Text me – 07795 273739
Or - find me in a forest somewhere!!
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